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Abstract An analysis is presented for frequencies of non-homogeneous rectangular plates of bi-parabolically
thickness variation with exponentially temperature distribution on the basis of classical plate theory. An approximate
but quiet convenient frequency equation is derived by using Rayleigh-Ritz technique with a two term deflection
function. Effect of non-homogeneity together with taper constants and thermal gradient on the natural frequencies of
vibration of a clamped rectangular plate on the first two modes of vibration have been analysed. Results are
presented in tabular and graphical form both.
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1. Introduction
Vibration phenomenon, common in mechanical devices
and structures, is undesirable in many cases, such as
machine tools. But this phenomenon is not always
unwanted; for example, vibration is needed in the
operation of vibration screens. Over time, engineers have
become increasingly conscious of the importance of the
elastic behavior of plates as well as the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of the plates, which, from a technical
point of view, is indispensable information. For reasons of
both practical and academic interests, numerous
publications concerned with the vibration of plates have
been published. Vibration problems of elastic plate are
very much comprehensive due to various geometrical
shapes with complications of anisotropy, visco-elastic,
non-homogeneity, variable thickness, surrounding media,
in plane force, large deflections, elastic foundation, shear
deformation and rotatory inertia, simple and mixed
boundary conditions etc. The survey of literature on the
subject shows the fact that relatively less work has been
done on vibration problems of non-homogeneous elastic
plate having variable thickness in both directions with
thermal gradient.
Tapered and non-homogeneous plates are used quite
often to model structures which have a wide variety of
applications.
Various numerical techniques have been employed to
study the vibration characteristics of plates of various

geometries by Leissa [1]. The plate type structural
components in aircraft and rockets have to operate under
elevated temperatures which cause non-homogeneity in
the plate material i.e. elastic constants of the material
become functions of the space variables. In an up-to-date
survey of literature, authors have come across various
models to account for non-homogeneity of plate material
proposed by researchers dealing with vibration. Leissa [2]
has given the solution for rectangular plate of variable
thickness.
Laura and Gutierrez [3] discussed vibration analysis of
a rectangular plate subjected to a thermal gradient. Singh
and Saxena [4] analyzed the transverse vibration of
rectangular plate with bi-directional thickness variation.
Gupta et al. [5] studied the thermal gradient effect on
vibration of a non-homogeneous orthotropic rectangular
plate having bi-direction linearly thickness variation.
Gupta et al. [6] observed the thermal effect on vibration of
non-homogeneous orthotropic rectangular plate having bidirectional parabolically varying thickness. Tomar and
Gupta [7,8] studied the effect of thermal gradient on
frequencies of orthotropic rectangular plate of variable
thickness in one and two direction. Tomar and Gupta [9]
have been discussed the vibration problem of orthotropic
rectangular plate of variable thickness having
exponentially temperature variation. Raju [10] studied the
vibration of thin elastic plates of linearly variable
thickness. Gupta et al. [11] studied the thermal gradient
effect on vibrations of non-homogeneous rectangular plate
having continuously parabolically varying thickness in
both directions. Chakarverty [12] discussed the vibration
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of plates. Li [13] studied the vibration analysis of
rectangular plate with general elastic boundary supports.
The object of the present study is to determine the
effect of exponentially temperature on free vibration of a
clamped non- homogeneous rectangular plate having bidirections parabolically thickness variations. In order to
evaluate frequencies for first two modes of vibration,
Rayleigh Ritz method is applied. The non-homogeneity is
assumed, to arise due to the variation in the density of the
plate material, linear along the length of the plate. The
frequencies for first two modes of vibration are calculated
for clamped plate, for different values of non-homogeneity
constant, two taper constants and temperature gradient.

Strain energy V, when the plate is executing transverse
vibration of mode shape W (x, y), [1]:

(

where T is the temperature excess above the reference
temperature at a distance x a and T0 is the temperature
excess above the reference temperature at the end of the
plate i.e. at x=a.
Temperature dependence of the modulus of elasticity
for most of engineering materials can be expressed in the
form [15]

E = E0 (1- γT )

(2)

where E0 is the value of the Young's modulus at reference
temperature i.e. T=0and γ is the slope of the variation of
E with T. Thus modulus variation become
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where α = γ T0 ( 0 ≤ α < 1 ), a parameter known as thermal
gradient.
Assuming that thickness varies parabolically in both
directions and it is of the form as
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The flexural rigidity of the plate can now be written as
(assuming Poisson’s ratio ν is constant):
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Rayleigh Ritz technique requires that the maximum
strain energy and maximum kinetic energy must be equal
i.e.

0
δ (V − T1 ) =

(11)

The boundary conditions are

=
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and W W=
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, y at y 0, b
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where A1 and A2 are constants.
Using equation (9) in equation (7), one get
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Substituting equations (10) and (14) in equation (11),
one has

(

where ρ0 = ( ρ ) x =0 and α1 is a non-homogeneity constant.
Deflection function for free transverse vibrations of the
plate can be written as, in the form of Levy type solution,

(8)
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and y- directions ,respectively.
Let us assume that density varies linearly in x-direction
as
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where h = (h0 ) x =0 and β1 & β 2 are taper constants in x-
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and Kinetic energy T1 is written as,
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Let us assume that steady one dimensional
exponentially temperature distribution T along x- axis as
[14]
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mode of vibration. Figure has been draw for the following
two cases:-

α1 =0.0,β1 =0.0,β 2 =0.0
α1 =0.0,β1 =0.2,β 2 =0.6
It is to be clear from the figure that frequency parameter
decreases sharply for second mode of vibration as
compared to the first mode of vibration.
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is a frequency parameter.
The two unknown parameters A1 and A2 , containing in
equation (15) can be evaluated as

(

)

∂ V1 − λ 2T2
= 0=
m 1, 2
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cm1 A1 + cm 2 A2 =0, m =1, 2

(20)

where cm1 and cm 2 (m=1, 2) involves parametric
constants and frequency parameter.
For a non- zero solution, determinant of coefficient of
equation (20) must be zero.
In this way the frequency equation comes out to be

c11 c12
=0
c21 c22

(21)

A quadratic equation in λ 2 can be obtain from
equation (21), which gives the two values of λ 2 .

3. Results and Discussion
The frequency equation (21) provides values of the
frequency parameter for various values of plate
parameters. In the present investigation, vibration
behavior of a clamped non-homogeneous plate with biparabolic thickness variation and exponentially
temperature effect is considered for different values of two
taper constants, thermal gradient and non-homogeneity
constant with constant aspect ratio 1.5. The frequency
equation (21), being quadratic in λ 2 , will give two roots
that correspond to the first and second modes of vibration,
respectively. Poisson’s ratio is taken as 0.3. These results
are presented in Tables 1-8 and explain by Figures 1
through 8.
The authenticities of the results are confirmed by
comparing them with those of Leissa [1] for unheated
uniform homogeneous rectangular plate and with the
authors published results [11] for unheated, non-uniform
and non-homogeneous rectangular plate.
From Table 1, it can be concluded that with the increase
in thermal gradient, the frequency decreases for both

Table 1. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
thermal gradient ‘α’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α1=0.0,β1=0.0,β2=0.0

α1=0.0,β1=0.2,β2=0.6

Α

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

60.849121

240.471313

83.071590

334.668754

0.2

57.372602

227.613108

78.800128

314.660987

0.4

53.200425

212.466921

74.227540

294.704509

0.6

49.106985

196.297103

68.833005

274.952213

0.8

45.007554

180.008344

62.784252

254.608825

Table 2. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
non-homogeneity parameter ‘α1’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.0,β1=0.0,β2=0.0

α=0.4,β1=0.2,β2=0.6

α1

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

60.849121

240.471313

74.227540

294.704509

0.2

57.895674

230.013012

71.899098

283.809063

0.4

55.547398

219.519974

69.400134

273.006598

0.6

53.105890

211.097385

66.654743

262.144334

0.8

51.426891

203.235794

62.337735

249.603587

Table 2 shows the variation of non-homogeneity
constant with frequency parameter, for both modes of
vibration. The figure has been plotted for the following
two cases:-

α =0.0,β1 =0.0,β 2 =0.0
α =0.4,β1 =0.2,β 2 =0.6
From figure it is observed that for both modes of
vibration, the frequency decreases with increase in nonhomogeneity for both heated and unheated plate.
Table 3. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β1’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.0, α1=0.0,β2=0.0
β1

α=0.0, α1=0.8,β2=0.0

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

60.849121

240.471313

51.426891

203.235794

0.2

64.379012

251.660021

55.145570

217.055667

0.4

68.047859

265.874321

59.317748

232.115075

0.6

73.412277

280.019941

63.733217

245.803461

0.8

78.844119

296.775025

67.801332

258.776439
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Table 4. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β1’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.4, α1=0.8,β2=0.0
β1

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

45.409761

180.307968

68.200547

278.013907

0.2

48.480158

196.330034

74.227540

294.704509

0.4

51.703398

210.006891

81.644110

310.003211

0.6

55.004587

222.598054

89.688032

327.199046

0.8

58.449020

234.900850

97.475478

345.229883

Table 5. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β1’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.0, α1=0.8,β2=0.6
β1

Table 7. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β2’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5

α=0.4, α1=0.0,β2=0.6

First Mode
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α=0.4, α1=0.8,β1=0.0
β2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

α=0.4, α1=0.0,β1=0.6

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

45.409761

180.307968

68.246657

275.101188

48.390788

196.250083

75.294043

292.265072

51.601245

209.870115

82.607200

311.440091

55.154477

223.900155

89.688032

327.199046

58.645064

235.026549

96.779739

344.206754

Table 8. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β2’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.0, α1=0.8,β1=0.6

α=0.4, α1=0.8,β2=0.6
β2

α=0.4, α1=0.8,β1=0.6

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

63.733217

245.803461

55.004587

222.598054

249.603587

0.2

69.678801

265.556003

61.880640

244.287432

68.433440

261.499701

0.4

75.500012

287.500721

67.438801

265.330202

305.110003

73.908122

285.340361

0.6

81.660032

305.110003

73.908122

285.340361

330.355428

80.001833

305.420048

0.8

88.399800

330.411087

80.048896

308.600532

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

64.277560

248.494865

55.154477

223.900155

0.2

69.448001

265.377894

62.337735

0.4

75.544560

285.433754

0.6

81.660032

0.8

86.886324

Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 show the variation of
frequency parameter with taper constant β1 for various
values of thermal gradient, non-homogeneity constant and
taper constant β 2 for a clamped rectangular plate for the
following cases:

=
=
=
α 0.0,
α1 0.0,
β 2 0.0

Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8 contain data of the
frequency parameter λ with the taper constant β 2 for
the first and second mode, respectively, for

α 0.0,
α1 0.0,
β1 0.0
=
=
=
α 0.0,
α1 0.8,
β1 0.0
=
=
=
α 0.4,
α1 0.8,
β1 0.0
=
=
=

=
=
=
α 0.0,
α1 0.8,
β 2 0.0

α 0.4,
α1 0.0,
β1 0.6
=
=
=

=
=
=
α 0.4,
α1 0.8,
β 2 0.0

α 0.0,
α1 0.8,
β1 0.6
=
=
=
α 0.4,
α1 0.8,
β1 0.6
=
=
=

=
=
=
α 0.4,
α1 0.0,
β 2 0.6
=
=
=
α 0.0,
α1 0.8,
β 2 0.6
=
=
=
α 0.4,
α1 0.8,
β 2 0.6
It is observed from the figures that for both modes of
vibration, frequency parameter increases with increases in
taper constant β1 for heated or unheated and
homogeneous or non-homogeneous plate.

It is observed from figures that for both modes of
vibration, frequency parameter increases with increases in
taper constant β 2 for heated or unheated and
homogeneous or non-homogeneous plate.
Further it is interesting to note that effect of taper in xdirection for non-homogeneity is more dominate in
comparison in y-direction.

Table 6. Values of frequency parameter ‘λ’ for different values of
taper constant ‘β2’ and constant aspect ratio a/b = 1.5
α=0.0, α1=0.0,β1=0.0
β2

α=0.0, α1=0.8,β1=0.0

First Mode

Second Mode

First Mode

Second Mode

0.0

60.849121

240.471313

51.426891

203.235794

0.2

66.799560

252.011476

55.988342

218.337560

0.4

72.700355

267.344754

59.872211

233.422998

0.6

78.603322

283.556671

64.277560

248.494865

0.8

84.511669

303.820744

70.705841

263.010045

4. Conclusions
The present work shows effect of exponentially
temperature on the frequencies of non- homogeneous
clamped rectangular plate of variable thickness with two
term deflection. Thickness varies parabolically in both
directions and density varies linearly in x- direction.
Rayleigh-Ritz method is used to obtain frequencies for
first two modes of vibration. The temperature effect with
other plate parameters such as taper constants and nonhomogeneity constant have also been considered.
It is observed that frequency parameter decreases with
increasing value of non-homogeneity constant, it also
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decreases with increasing values of thermal gradient. The
behavior of frequency parameter is found to increase with

increasing values of taper constant for both the modes of
vibration.

Figure 1. Variation of frequency parameter with thermal gradient α for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thick ness in
both directions

Figure 2. Variation of frequency parameter with non-homogeneity parameter α1 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying
thickness in both directions
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Figure 3. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β1 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions

Figure 4. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β1 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions
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Figure 5. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β1 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions

Figure 6. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β2 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions
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Figure 7. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β2 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions

Figure 8. Variation of frequency parameter with Taper Constant β2 for an non-homogenous rectangular plate having Parabolically varying thickness in
both directions
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